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to return to full, unrestricted training and competition, a patient must have met the
following criteria: (1) clinical healing of the fracture, (2) painless range of motion,

(3) bone scan negative for active fracture, and (4) stable healing is radiographically
confirmed [ 4, 7, 21, 23 ]. in this case, the patient has suffered from a failure of
proper bone healing due to a lack of compliance. the decision to return to full,

unrestricted training and competition is based on the patient's pain tolerance and
the risk of nonunion. a return to full training should be considered after healing is
confirmed, and the athlete should be placed at a competitive level that is safe for

the patient to return to [ 2, 4, 17 ]. the overall number of ankle sprains was slightly
higher than the number of ankle sprains reported by weir et al. (8) ( 2.0 vs 2.2 ), but

the number of ankle sprains requiring an orthopedic consultation was higher than
reported by weir et al. (8) (1.5 vs 0.7). when comparing the results of the current

study with previous studies, one must consider that different databases have been
used in previous studies. indeed, the largest previous study was of 15,601 school
children [ 23 ] and included children from grades 4 to 12. on the other hand, the
number of ankle sprains in the current study was smaller because we excluded

school children and only included participants aged 15 and older. consequently, the
number of ankle sprains in the current study was likely underestimated. after

acquiring four items, you can now complete the rite by arranging the items on the
altar. you may place one item in the center of the altar, or place them in any order.
you will also need to retrieve the deceased by searching a graveyard or by using a

shovel in a graveyard if it has decayed. the rite intercalate comes from books looted
from vaults found by exploring port noon anecdotes ( secret histories 14). it must

be a centipede testament, a higher level lore will not work. it is easier to get a
cracked watchman's glass and to fix with a forge follower and a silver spintria - it
can be found in the eye of ikirmawi or tombs of the shadowless kings. the ichor

vitreous is found in cave of candles or foxlily meadows.
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then, after you prayer is done and you get
the runes, you could use black magic, or

chaotic magic to hit the victim. for
example, if you want to hit a priest, try
water magic or plasma magic. paralyze

them, or get them down. you could also hit
them with control magic, or travel magic or
fear magic. try out all the available spells
on the attacker. the targets should try to

survive at all costs, as they will be
automatically ressurected at midnight.

those who die during the rite fall into the
ground and hurt the victims even after

they have died. many of the victims will be
immune to magic or able to ward off

effects, but will still die. finally, all rites are
performed in the time it takes to run in the

case of burn spells or to cast the spell
when using plasma. any non-corporeal

target still affected at the end of the rite
are still counted as casualties unless they
are killed or ressurected. if the target is a
corpse key of the third house, no one may
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enter the room for 3 days. if you are
attacking a peasant band, they usually

panic and assume that there is a spell cast.
they will try to flee and many will try to
hide, leaving them undefended. players

whose color is blue are affected by augury
as if in a 10 minute spell. they may or may

not reveal themselves. they would
normally be immune to red, yellow, and

green, but they are affected by it anyway.
they may also be affected by the sight of a

black cat, which is invisible to them.
repetitive impact or microcrack creation is

likely the most common risk factor for
stress fractures [ 6 ]. there are multiple

theories about how bone is loaded. overuse
can occur in two main ways: a) directly
through contact forces, and b) indirectly
through repetitive motion during sport

participation. biomechanics, ground
reaction forces, and movement patterns
are important in identifying those at-risk

for developing an overuse injury.
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